
NATIONAL POLLS SHOW 94% OF AMERICANS ARE 
NOW ANTI-GOVERNMENT!  NEVER IN HISTORY HAVE 
FEDERAL AND STATE POLITICIANS RANKED SO LOW AND 
GUESS WHAT?  IT ALL STARTS WITH CORRUPT LOCAL 
OFFICIALS!!!  Is lying, cheating, performing false arrests and illegal 

gun  grabs to silence your fellow truth telling Americans what you 
elected and pay Sheriff Burnett, Investigator Randy Grant, 
Prosecutors Doug Shae, James Hersey and corrupt Chelan County 
judges like Lesley Allen to do?  And what about “The Wenatchee 

World” Paper, do you like being lied to?  
Is that what your readership pays for?  
This is the truth about 2 local patriots who 
are warning their fellow Americans about 
the real threat to this republic and our way 
of life that both local and national lame-
stream media are intentionally covering 
up.   Most have heard of shills Julian 
Assange, Bradley Manning & Edward 

Snowden along w/others who’ve supposedly risked it all to bring us rare 
truths.  Next come 2 real Americans David Allender and Peggy Star with 
the “whole enchilada”!  It’s all irrefutable facts from public sources such 
as the Library of Congress, Archive.org and even the Bible. (don’t 
worry, no sermons)  His eye opening books, movies and sites (all free) 
along with her grassroots alternative to Facebook and the FED  (also 
free) have struck the right nerves in corrupt Federal, State and Local 
Officials.  We’re talking bulls’ eye with direct hits of truth! 

This couple and the real, bona fide truth movement that’s 
sprouting has seriously flustered the powers that be and now they’re 
making mistakes.  Something very big is about to happen in little old 
Wenatchee WA!  The question is; Is It End Times, the New World 
Order or the Undoing of Both?  Real Jews think the latter is true and if 
so, where this all goes Will Be the Best Story of Our Lives!  It all 
began with the serendipitous revealing of the extreme measures 
desperate, lying sellout officials go to when Americans want to compete 
with their unfair corporate monopolies or speak the truth about them.  
Peggy and David have proven if America were a nation under God w/a 
free market, free press or an actual democracy, none of this could be 
happening.  That little crack in the veil is turning into a massive fracture 
that you’ve been longing to see even if you didn’t know it!  Read on to 
learn how badly corrupt officials failed at silencing a local man who’s 
stumbled onto the most important truths and LIES of our lives.  This is 
the only place you’ll hear it!  The following deceptive articles appeared 
in the Woods Family Rag, “The Wenatchee World” reporting on “The 
Attempted  Silencing of David Allender” with a truthful rebuttal  in bold 
italics. See if you can stomach the corruption;  

Part 1:  Siege Ends With Arrest Of Chelan Man On 
Assault Charges  Lies, Spins & Slanderous Libel by Dee 
Riggs & Corrupt Officials!   A Chelan man suspected of having anti-
government ties . . .  Here we go!  David has zero “anti-government ties”, 

(unless they’re talking about 94% of Americans who disapprove of our 
govt!) was arrested Wednesday after a five and a half-hour standoff at his 
home. There was no “standoff”, just 2 innocent Americans who were 

terrorized by your local govt. on false pretenses.  Had police not showed 
up with 3 massive military assault vehicles, 65 men in camo fatigues 
armed with combat weapons, shotguns, pistols and sniper rifles and 
without deliberately destroying 2 pickups plus 2 garage doors for 
absolutely no reason within minutes of arriving, David and Peggy 

wouldn’t have thought they were there to kill them for speaking out 
against your corrupt and treasonous occultist leaders!  This was a huge 

setup that failed and now they 
don’t know what to do with 
David or Peggy.  These two, 
especially David, just won’t 
back down even when they 
had him locked up.  That’s 
why Real Jews support him 
and you’ll want  to  too!   
Tear Gas and CS, a highly 
noxious gas that affects 
breathing were used to bring 

David Allender, 48, out of his home where he was arrested on a Chelan 
County Court warrant charging three counts of second-degree assault. 
Charges are patently false, there was never any assault or other crime 
committed by David or Peggy!  The whole thing is a charade.  A man was 
reported for shooting at 3 trespassers who were on Allenders’ property 
April 30th.  One of them had called ahead and a woman told them it was 
OK to see some for sale property.   The truth is; no appointment or 

invitation was made, David had no property for sale & directions given 
were to a completely different piece of land on another road about a ½ 
mile away from his place.   And the man reported doesn’t fit Allenders’ 
description.  (white hair vs. black, tall vs. short, fat vs. not).   Also, there 
were NO damages, NO injuries and NO harm done because NO 
SHOTS WERE FIRED AT ANYONE!  We are all being lied to and 
played as fools by professional cons.  And check this out, in WA, the 
definition of Assault is “intentionally creating apprehension and fear” 

simply put; SCARING SOMEONE!  And for that,  10 years in Prison 
per count!  It’s similar everywhere. A non-combative 120lb, 47-year-old 
woman, was subdued and held by police after surrendering.  She wasn’t 
arrested.  Yes, Peggy wasn’t even falsely accused yet they still did over 

$50K of damage to her home and belongings, illegally confiscated all of 
her registered guns,  wrongfully and torturously detained her in over 
tightened  handcuffs for FOUR HOURS while intimidating and 
threatening her repeatedly with bogus gistapo style crap!   Involved in the 
standoff were members of the Chelan County Regional SWAT Team, 
State Patrol, Wenatchee Police Department, Douglas County Sheriff’s 
Office, Chelan Fire Department, US Marshal’s Office, the Joint 
Terrorism Task Force, and Triage Medics .  65 people total on site with 

unknown 100s more behind the scenes thereby making this Chelan 
County’s most elaborate and expensive police operation in history with an 
estimated cost to taxpayers of $1 Million Dollars and counting! (This 
equates to nearly $50 in taxes per member of the voting public !!!)  All 
that to serve an arrest warrant upon David who has no record, no prior 
run-ins and had committed no crime!  $5 worth of gas and a deputy is all 
it would have taken! (Or a letter, phone call or notice of any kind saying 
he was in trouble)  There is zero justification for this bullshit.  1000s of 
warrants are routinely served upon actual criminals with records who 
pose real threats by just 1 or 2 cops!  Your local officials just hosed David, 
Peggy AND YOU.  Remember that the next time you read a story about 
your county officials taking credit for saving or spending $10 or $20k 
here or there!  $1 MILLION DOLLARS WAS TOTALLY WASTED.  
The paper didn’t say a word about that or anything about the fact that 
David & Peggy are their enemies and your friends.  These are your fellow 
Americans who care about this country as well as you and yours and 
continue to prove it. 
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The arrest was made about 1 p.m. about five miles north of 

Chelan. The people who visited the site on April 22 were driving onto 

the wrong property when someone was shooting a rifle and bullets hit 

the ground in front of their car.  Deputies “attempted to call Allender, 

but, while speaking to him, realized he was making anti-government 

claims and anti-semitic comments” and was “refusing to come down to 

the locked gate to speak to the deputy”.  Well, David obviously has no 

problem with REAL JEWS and they have none with him!  But he is 

ANTI-SATANIC and told the cop that our government is owned by the 

same bunch of satanic British scum our forefathers fought in 1776 and 

it’s the absolute truth!   He also told them he’d written a couple books to 

expose them and their 300 Trillion Dollar Central Banking Fraud and 

that they were doing all kinds of things to intimidate David to make him 

shut up.  Again, all true.  As to not “coming to the gate”, it’s a mile and ½ 

away.  Musgrove, the corrupt cop chose to use the only road with a gate 

instead of the one the trespassers gave him directions for that was wide 

open!  He also  willfully neglected to do his job of  investigating the 

allegations as all police are paid and required to do.  And even though 

David was told he wasn’t in trouble, he freely volunteered to come to the 

police station the following day to put in his statement TWICE.  The cop 

refused TWICE saying it had to be right there and then or to “forget it”.  

The forget it option was taken because in fact police left no other option.  

The word “entrapment” applies here quite succinctly.  After that the 

entire non-event was written off and forgotten for 5 full weeks without so 

much as another word from anyone.  Here’s more of the "official”story; 

Deputies investigated Allender for a few weeks and say “he 

had ties/ communications 

to other anti-government 

sources and, on a website, 

had mentioned Ruby 

Ridge. That was the 

location of an illegal 1992 

siege of Randy Weaver’s 

residence in northern 

Idaho by U.S. Marshals 

and FBI.  It left 3 people 

dead!   Note the presence 

of US Marshals in that attack too.  And FYI; the only ties David had were 

to government cointelpro operators which are one of his specialties.  He 

exposes Masonic CIA shills and trolls in forums, chats, Facebook and 

etc. as a service to his countrymen and women and is one of the best 

around at sniffing out corrupt filth!  (yes really)  As to Ruby Ridge, 

bullsh*t!  There’s no mention of it on any of their sites but it’s worth 

learning about!   Wisemore said; that put everyone on edge and we 

wanted to make sure it was a safe operation, not only for us but for him 

as well.  Boy, that Wisemore sure is a conscientious fella!  About 7 a.m. 

today, authorities converged outside of Allender’s property and found a 

truck was parked across the road in an attempt to block access to the 

house.  Authorities moved 

the truck and set up teams 

at various locations around 

the house. They attempted 

to contact Allender by 

using loud speakers and 

sirens.  So, parking on your 

driveway is an anti-arrest 

strategy for people who 

don’t know they’re wanted! 

And by the way, “moving” it actually meant RAMMING IT it with a 

massive assault vehicle and totaling the rig!  David was working on his 

2nd grassroots film which fully exposes the trillionaire masonic filth 

behind all of your and our country’s problems.  Phone contact was made 

with Allender after authorities gained access to the residence through 

garage doors.  Oops! More lies! The garage doors were needlessly 

destroyed within 15 minutes of their arrival/attack and no access was 

gained therefrom.   Phone contact didn’t occur for at least an hour and a 

half!  And had they not rammed the house shaking it and them to the 

core, they would not have been scared for their lives by the very people 

they thought we paid and trusted to protect us and our freedoms! Davids’ 

books, websites and movies have no kind words for the Masons and 

satanists who’ve owned the US Federal Reserve since 1913!   For the 

next four hours, negotiators spoke with Allender over the phone but he 

refused to come out, and ended the call.  LIES!  The Sheriff admitted to 

their overzealous attack and lack of investigation into the bogus charges 

and ordered a stand down.  David was then talking to a deputy about how 

to safely end things when corrupt commanders  began bombing the 

house and room where David was.  That’s why the call ended.   Due to 

the nature of their work which is whistleblowing on the oldest, richest 

and most powerful group of people on the planet, David & Peggy had 

every right to be afraid of our corrupt government.  For instance, Did you 

know that  FEMA has over 600 concentration camps across the US 

readied for millions of Real Jews and Gentiles of all races SUCH AS 

YOURS?  This is what happened in Nazi Germany.  Over 50 MILLION  

Christians were murdered with 1.5 million Real Jews but zero fake ones!  

And just wait until you learn why you haven’t ever heard of these things 

before!  But 1
st
 back to the article;   “Tactical teams began deploying gas 

into the house, a short time later, the subject and a female exited the 

home and Allender was taken into custody,” the press release stated. No 

one was injured during the arrest.  After 19 toxic Tear Gas and CS shells, 

(1- 3 IS NORMAL) the toxic gas became unbearable for Peggy and her 

dog, whom David had protected 

the best he could with a wet 

towel under the door to a 

laundry room without windows. 

He figured to trust they wouldn’t 

be shot if everything ended 

slowly, and outside the home in 

full view of all the lower ranking 

police rather than in the house.   

During 7 attempts to surrender,  with top-of-his-lung shouts asking where 

he could exit, commanders ordered 10 more bombs sent through the 

windows where David's voice was heard coming from.  Those corrupt 

commanders were trying to disable David's ability to talk, thereby 

allowing for continued escalation of force which happens frequently in 

these events ending in deaths of “suspects”.  But no such luck, something 

greater was at work here.  Against reason, David didn’t so much as 

sneeze, cough or tear up!  Wisemore said there was no previous contact 

with police and Allender. Finally, some truth!  Oops, but wait, two days 

later this was released… 

Part 2: Chelan Siege Suspect Runs Online Hate 
Network  Lies, Spins & Slanderous Libel by Jefferson 
Robbins & Corrupt Officials!  5.31.13 WENATCHEE  The 

Chelan man arrested Wednesday is the founder of a network of anti-

semitic websites that promise to build a new societal structure and 

currency system for “just 5,000 special people.”David & Peggy are 

“Anti-Satanic” and her network is free for EVERYONE not just “5000 

people”.  It’s also set up so it will never be owned by the satanic scum of 

our world who David has proven they are the most murderous haters, 

racists & bigots on earth.  Jesus called them Hypocrites and they are!  So, 

don’t listen to the newspaper shill, Support Us and remember what being 

an American means!  It’s about Truth, Freedom, JUSTICE and Caring 

for One & Other.  David Allender, was ordered jailed on a $500,000.00 

bond in a Chelan County Superior Court hearing Thursday  although 

deputy prosecutor Ed Stevensen asked for $10 million, citing what he 

said was Allender’s armed refusal to surrender after he was charged with 

firing a rifle at a family in a passing car. $500K is the highest bail ever  

for assault 2 in Chelan County.  ADD no damages, no injuries, no 

threats, no evidence, JUST ACCUSATIONS!  Also note “armed refusal 

to surrender” due to their having guns like every other house in this rural 

area, that makes you an “armed” combatant!  PG2 
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Once again we see the words “firing at” and now we see 

“passing car” as if the trespassers were just merrily driving down a public 

road instead of blatantly intruding upon a house in a remote private 

property on an extremely rough and skinny road finished for motorcycles, 

quads and snow mobiles. Oh, and did we mention the 6 No Trespassing 

signs (yes six!) or 3 huge turnarounds in the 1st half mile or the 600’ 

decent in elevation, rocks, downed trees, ruts and steep banks that make 

driving faster than 5 mph pretty much impossible!  Does that sound like a 

“passing car”? 99% of people would never drive down this road much 

less trespass on it!  In fact, they were the 1
st
 people other than David, his 

contractors and one other who ever drove a vehicle on it!   

Allender said his money to make bail and his assets (over ½ 

million dollars) were tied up in developing OneBigJob.com, and its 

related sites, which oppose a one-world government shepherded by 

“They’re responsible satanists. 

for nearly every single unnatural 

horror you’ve ever witnessed or 

heard of, pollution, war, hate, 

greed and everything evil on 

earth,” reads one of several 

manifestos contained on the 

network. “It’s as simple as that, 

do away with them and we’ve 

got life, real life!” The quote is 

from an excellent 2 page 

summary of David’s books, not 

any “manifesto” which was used 

to trick your brain into thinking 

about crazy anti-govt shadow 

figures instead of a fellow patriot’s irrefutably truthful, anti-satanic 

books!   Allender, bought about 364 acres along Joe Creek Road outside 

Chelan in 2005. He subdivided the land into 16 lots and built a home for 

himself on Moonbeam Road, offering nearby lots for sale. A number of 

them were sold to private buyers in 2011. David and Peggy did build 

their home with their own hands, blood, sweat and even a couple tears as 

of recent after seeing their life’s work and investment needlessly and 

intentionally destroyed by corrupt satanic officials who don’t like the 

truths they’re sharing! This is a travesty worth taking notice of.  Next 

comes your home and life 

for not submitting to the 

New World Order David’s 

being persecuted for 

warning everyone about!  
They said they drove out to 

view one of the lots for sale 

on April 30 when  Allender 

allegedly fired several 

warning shots towards his 

target range near where they were at, forcing them to reverse and flee. 

The victims said they’d been invited to visit the land by Allender’s 

female partner in the business, who shares his address.  Oops! Never 

mind that they weren’t “invited” at all, much less to trespass upon land a 

½ mile from the for sale property on a completely different road with a 

huge for sale sign that they blew off!  Also don’t say anything about the 

fact that zero warning shots were fired or that David was target practicing 

on his remote 21 acre parcel with a guest when Casey Boyd, a criminal 

himself decided to teach his 8 year old son and wife Sarah how to 

wrongfully trespass upon another’s land!  And about that “fleeing”, it 

took the pouting trespasser at least 3 minutes just to start leaving at a 

breakneck speed of 1 to 2 mph while flipping the finger in defiance and 

resentment for having just got his ass chewed for trespassing!  David says 

calling the cops and pressing charges for trespassing is petty and 

chickenshit, so the 50+ trespassers he’s had on his property since 05’ all 

got chewed out and told never to come back.  That’s it.  No cops required.                 

PG3 

Also worthy of note is the fact that Boyd was the first ever out of 

500+ land shoppers to ever have trespassed!  This whole thing stinks of 

fraud and entrapment and if you learn more you’ll wholeheartedly agree.  

Chelan County sheriff’s deputies said Allender didn’t cooperate with 

telephone attempts to contact him about the incident, using anti-Semitic 

slurs and refusing to meet 

with investigators. More 

outright lies.  David fully 

cooperated, didn’t slur 

anyone nor refuse to “meet 

w/investigators” because the 

police never showed up or 

tried to do any type of 

investigation! That’s the 

truth, they didn’t investigate 

anything!  Not the road, the 

No Trespassing signs, David’s .22 target range, witnesses or anything!  

Notta-zip!  Detective Randy Grant told Peggy they didn’t investigate 

because “It’s All Irrelevant” in this case!  At his hearing Thursday, 

Allender denied the charges, telling Judge Alicia Nakata he was target 

shooting when the vehicle strayed onto his land and he warned the driver 

away.  Stevensen said deputies found one rifle placed in each window, 

one a .22-caliber and one a .334-caliber hunting rifle with scope, with 

ammo at hand. “It looked like he was setting up for a siege,” Stevensen 

said. A shotgun and a handgun were also in the house, he said. OMG!!! 

A .22, a hunting rifle, shotgun, revolver and ammo!!! This couple David 

and Peggy are lunatics!  Either that or they’re country folk!  And no 

rifles were by any window much less “every window” which there are 

over 25 of!  Spin, spin, spin!  The truth of course is much more bland.  

The guns they illegally seized are all Peggy’s and were in her part of the 

house which she rents from David on barter, she doesn’t have any need 

for a gun case because there’s no kids around.  The house is a typical 

country home with a few guns, so what.  There were no secret passages 

assault rifles, ammo clips, bullet proof vests, night binoculars, gas masks, 

camo fatigues, grenades, explosives,  rpgs, missile launchers, Bat 

Mobiles, or any other kind of “siege” ready paraphernalia.  That’s all just 

mounds & mounds of BS! 
 

Peggys’  Fishy  Stuff  List 
 

 The cop originally wrote a ticket for 2 misdemeanors but 

conniving prosecutors Doug Shae and James Hershey heard David was 

involved so dropped those charges to trump them up to felonies.  Then, 

what were easily contestable charges with minimums of NO jail, NO fine 

& NO arrest required, turned into a bogus travesty calling for up to 

$60,000 in fines and a MANDATORY 16 YRS IN PRISON for scaring 

a satanist!  (Does that sound funny?  It won’t much longer!) 

 The Govt says Boyd was scared by David yelling at him for  trespassing 

on his remote, very well posted, private property while he and a guest were 

plunking around w/.22s about 600’ away.  Boyd claims he didn’t see the 6 

No Trespassing signs nor 4 turnarounds and that he was “shot at” but 

there’s NO Bullets, NO Witnesses, NO Injuries, NO Damages, NO 

Gun or Proof Whatsoever.   Just accusations from a liar used by the 

Gvt to frame David.  They didn’t even do any investigation AT ALL! 

 The bogus Million Dollar Swat operation caused over $50k in damages 

and was the most ridiculously elaborate in Chelan County history! 

 The description for the suspect was a large, heavyset, white male, over 6’ 

tall, older w/white hair & white shirt.  David’s 5’ 8”,  180lbs  w/Brown Hair 

& was wearing a Black Shirt!  They Never Even Saw David and the 

Cops Conveniently Neglected to Investigate That Fact Too! 

 Bottom Line:  Your corrupt elected public officials and local media are 

using every dirty trick they can to stop Real Jews & patriotic Gentiles like 

David, Peggy and YOU from spreading the truth about them.  But who are 

they exactly, have you guessed yet?  No?  Let’s continue with some facts; 

http://www.onebigjob.com/


Iron fisted rule by corrupt govt. thugs is completely out of 
hand with bogus “3 strikes” laws being used to jail non-violent 
Gentiles for life.  Now, corrupt sheriff departments across the US 
are acquiring so much free, hard core military, combat and assault 
weaponry from the federal govt, it’s impossible to tell police from 
soldiers.  The equipment is often hidden to divert attention by local 
sheriffs like YOURS!  This was the case in Chelan County where 
David & Peggy fell victim to an extremely dangerous and 
unnecessary $1.1m SWAT raid.  The evidence proves they were 
there to kill D&P for speaking out against this war being waged 
against Real Jews and Gentiles by the same group of imposters 
who own the FED, all of your media, most of the internet and 
everything else on earth.  But make no mistake, this isn’t about 
rich vs. poor, it’s satanists vs. non. Also if you wondered why 
D&P didn’t come out of their house, ask yourself;  If you did the 
work they have (wait until you see it!) and woke up to a huge, loud 
brigade of 65 armed men dressed in camo using military 
equipment to ram your vehicles and destroy your home, would you 
trust them not to kill you?  No?  Well, few do & commanders who 
do this for a living know that!  That’s why they didn’t send David 
a ticket or notify him he was being charged with any crime. 

Is this really the “Land of the FREE”?  What is wrong here?  
The best way to unravel any type of a mystery is to simply ask the 
question:  Who Profits?  You will soon realize that the system isn’t a 
“mess” – it’s all been deliberately designed to be this way.  

 
How do private prison 
companies keep 80% to 
100% of their beds filled?  
They make sure that  $95.5 
million is spent on “police 
protection” ie; wrongful 
arrests and rigged courts 
to unfairly prosecute 
Gentiles! PG4 



SWAT raids 
used to be rare in the 
US but have become 
the norm even when 
zero justification 
exists. Real Jews & 
Gentiles have no say 
nor defense because 
we’re living under an 
absolutely evil and 
tyrannical group of 
imposters behind the 
U.N. who also control Govts of Russia, China, India and etc. via a 
central banking cabal that owns your FED.  Over spending on 
police protection for them ensures plenty of Gentiles will get into 
the incarceration system or be killed in the process.  All that while 
they keep underfunding the judicial and legal system to ensure 
those who are entrapped have little to no chance of getting out.  It’s 
totally by design, there are no mistakes in our politics nor finances.  

Intentionally overburdened, underfunded, inefficient & 
inadequate public defense systems lead to more incarcerations, 
unconstitutional pretrial detentions, increased pressure to plead 
guilty, wrongful convictions, excessive sentences and unfair 
barriers to successful community re-entry.  This in turn, leads to 
higher costs for innocent individuals, families, communities and 
taxpayers.   The 
bogus war on 
pot, “three 
strikes” laws and 
the lock-’em-up 
system designed 
by corrupt 
politicians have led to indigent clients flooding the courts which 
are overburdened across the country.  Public defenders are 
intentionally buried beneath crushing caseloads, working in 
underfunded offices and most private attorneys are corrupt.  (all 
true)  So, the only option is to hire private investigators, experts & 
paralegals to mount a defense while govt. prosecutors have 
unlimited state resources to hire experts and entire police 
departments as investigators and jaded witnesses.  The result is 
95% of all cases at the state 
and federal levels are coerced 
into guilty pleas called “plea 
bargains”.  The ploy to the 
deals begin when prosecutors 
threaten defendants with 
additional charges and greater 
penalties if they don’t cooperate 
while offering what seems to be 
leniency if they do.  But there is 
no leniency and most victims of 
this corrupt system weren’t 
even arrested for violent crimes.  The fact is nearly all of our laws 
are designed for the very purpose of resulting in plea bargains 
w/jail time. In 1972, 300, 000 Americans were in jail but now 
that number is 2.2m, that’s a 700% INCREASE! 

Here’s a sobering quote from famous jewish writer Ayn Rand; 

That’s what we have now!  And plea bargains are presented to us 
as an unfortunate product of a broken system. Corrupt attorneys 
advise clients to take pleas because the only other option is an 
ineffective defense on the basis that if the defender can’t make the 
time to investigate and prepare a proper case, innocent defendants 
will be hammered at trial. So, plea bargaining becomes the only 
option, and there is nothing that innocent or overcharged 
defendants can do about it.  The next question for our scum lords 
is; what should they do with all these incarcerated Gentiles and 
how can they make more money off of jailing us?  The answer is;  

The real agenda behind our “justice system” is to get as 
many Gentiles incarcerated as possible so corps can make more $.  
Welcome to the New America, it’s China!  Real Jews & Gentiles 
are being totally abused by corrupt corporate executives using 
lobbying and political contributions to corrupt leaders to pass laws 
that intentionally increase arrests and prison time.  And the longer 
they can hold Americans in prison, the fatter the bottom lines to 
stockholders and bonuses to top satanic management become. 

  Victims of crimes get nothing!  While corrupt officals 
make billions using bogus laws to turn Real Jews & Gentiles into 
criminals.  It’s also one way they’re able to beat down Gentile 
youths who’d otherwise rebel eventually (ie; now).  And it’s not 
just youths!  Most Americans are fully aware the Govt wants our 
guns but don’t know why.  Well, here it is, when satanists outlaw 
guns, only satanists will own guns! It’s not the govt that doesn’t 
want Real Jews and Gentiles armed, it’s the corrupt, murderous  
living among us in our communities who “own it”!  PG-5 



They know we’re awakening to truths such as the 
massive amount of money they’re billing to American tax 
payers at a rate of $31,286 per inmate, per year.      

Remember the Federal Reserve is a FOR PROFIT, 
PRIVATELY OWNED BANK owned by 14 corrupt, satanic
banking families and they belong to an international mafia 
that’s making 300 BILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR just in 
interest on loans to America, all of which are orchestrated by a 
corrupt congress.  FYI; The owners of the FED don’t define 
“interest” as profit but it clearly is 100% PURE PROFIT like no 
other, especially when they print all of the currency out of thin 
air for free!  Also remember, the system is working EXACTLY 
as it was designed to by the corrupt group of officials at the top.  
It is simply undeniable to conclude the U.S. Department of 
Justice has become a tool being used against Gentile Americans 
by the banking elite. 

America’s been infiltrated by real life, satanic monsters 
who have always sought domination over you, yours and 
America and this is part of how they’re doing it.  And they are 
responsible for far more than rigging our courts.  Nearly every 
horror on earth that you can imagine traces back to this group 
of satanic psychopaths, the evidence is abundant and absolutely 
irrefutable.  Have you guessed who they are yet?  Hint; they 
starred in the bible!  Which by the way, out of the 10 
commandments, only 3 are used in our bogus legal system, those 
being murder, theft and bearing false witness.  So, according to 
God himself the only people that should ever be arrested are 
murderers, thieves and perjurers.  (again, no sermons but our entire 
legal system is supposed to be based upon Gods’ simple/fair laws)  
That’s one root problem we’re here to fix.  Another is the ones who 
are doing the real murdering, thieving and perjuring every single 
day are not only getting off scot free without even being charged for 
their crimes, they’re also living lives of decadence and excess while 
“serving” as our leaders.  The undeniable fact is We the People have 
never been oppressed as badly as we are right now in America.  And 
it’s all being done by evil, corrupt figures who say they’re 
Christians, Muslims, Atheists and Jews but they’re not.  And that is 
one of many, many important truths hidden from you, by them, 
for your entire life.  That’s why few know of their identities.  Their 
for profit prisons are the based on the same BS as Americas’ 
multi-TRILLION dollar for profit military & multi-TRILLION 
dollar for profit medical system.  These systems are totally 
corrupt and create nothing but misery, despair and loss in every 
manner conceivable to the common man, woman and child 
while allowing a tiny subset of satanic trash to profit wildly 
from our “misfortune”.  This is not how any civilized nation or 
democracy would run if it were up to its’ good, Gentile peoples 
who make up 99% of the worlds’ population.  You know it, 
everyone knows it, there’s no sense in debating that we do not 
live in a democracy and haven’t for many decades.  It’s time to 
change all of this, it’s time to cure the insane calamity called 
America, wouldn’t you agree?  This is the message real jews 
and patriotic Americans like David and Peggy are espousing.  
That’s why corrupt officials stopped at no expense in their 
attempt to frame and murder him exactly as they’ve done with 
many other writers and political activists. 

The thing to realize is that anyone can safely speak of 
these truths to their associates, friends and family members.  It 
doesn’t even matter if you do so openly on the phone or the 
internet, but when Real Jews or Gentiles such as David and 
Peggy expose these criminal elites to the masses by producing 
books, movies, websites and publications like the one in front 
of you now, we’re targeted.  The good news is that’s ending 
now, we’re entering a new era of life on earth and this subject 
matter, “the truth” is being used as fuel to create a revolution 
that will end in real prosperity & peace for all.  Truth, Freedom 
& Justice will prevail!  It starts here & now!  Peggy found an 
organization out of Helena MT called FIJA.org while David was 
jailed (FIJA= Fully Informed Jury Association).  Here’s an intro; 

And of equal if not more importance, jurors can also 
convict corrupt leaders, create new laws and dispense with bad 
ones!  WE ARE THE LAW and the only thing holding us back 
from changing the world is Division, Fear and Ignorance of 
these truths!  Below is another graphic David made for everyone to 
use on Facebook and elsewhere online.  It hit’s the nail on the head 
with the only viable plan in existence for defeating the real life evil 
oppressors who’ve taken over your country and world.  PG-6 



What You Need to Know 
about “Trial by Jury”;          

1:  The Jury’s primary purpose is to prevent Govt. oppression.  
TRUE:  The jury was created by Federal & State Constitutions to be a 
guardian of individual's rights.  A right to trial by jury is granted to criminal 
defendants to prevent oppression by the Government and to guard 
against the exercise of arbitrary power.  Byron White, U.S. Supreme Court 

2:  The jury is an independent arm of government.  TRUE:  The 
Constitution divided the government into three branches:  the Executive, 
Legislative, and Judicial in order to prevent an unhealthy concentration of 
government's powers.  And it created the Jury ; the 4

th
 Branch of 

Government – in order to hold the first three in check.  To fulfill its 
purpose, the Jury must be independent of the other branches of 
government.  Thomas Jefferson letter to Thomas Paine, 1789 

3:  The defendant is innocent of any criminal charge until 
proven guilty by the government.  TRUE: Under our system of govt, it is a 
sacred principle of criminal law that the government has the burden of 
proving every element of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt and that the 
defendant has no burden to prove his innocence. The government makes 
the criminal accusation and must prove it to juror’s satisfaction. 

4:  The judge can require the jury to find the defendant guilty.  
FALSE: The judge has no authority at all to compel the jury to find a 
defendant guilty.  The jury is absolutely independent in this function. If the 
jury feels the law is unjust, we recognize the undisputed power of the jury 
to acquit, even if its verdict is contrary to the law as given by a judge, and 
contrary to the evidence...If the jury feels that the law under which the 
defendant is accused does not apply, or that exigent circumstances 
justified the actions of the accused, or for any reason which appeals to 
their logic or passion, the jury has the power to acquit, and the courts 
must abide by that decision.  4th Circuit of Appeals US v. Moylan 1969. 

5: The jury can find the defendant not guilty, even if the 
defendant broke the law.  TRUE: The jury can find the defendant not 
guilty, regardless of what the law says, and regardless of the facts. The jury 
has the power to find the defendant not guilty for any reason which 
appeals to them. This is usually called "jury nullification" of the law.  In 
short, the jury has a veto power over bad law and bad judges and to bring 
a verdict in the teeth of both law and fact.  Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Horning v. Dist. of Columbia 1920  In criminal cases, a jury is entitled to 
acquit defendants because of no sympathy for the government position.   

6:  If the jury finds a defendant not guilty when he is clearly 
guilty, the judge can punish the jurors.   FALSE: No one has any authority 
to punish a juror because of his vote. Period. This issue was resolved in 
1670 in London in the case of Edward Bushell - one of the jurors in William 
Penn’s trial.  Juries are not bound by what seems inescapable logic to 
judges.  Justice Robert H. Jackson 

7:  The judge decides all questions of law.  FALSE: The judge has 
the authority to declare to the jury what he believes the law to be. But the 
jury has the authority to ignore that advice, to determine for them what 
the law says, and to judge for themselves the justice of the law. It is 
universally conceded that an acquittal, rendered against the instructions of 
the judge, is final, and cannot be set aside; and consequently that the jury 
have the legal power to decide for themselves the law involved in the 
general issue of guilty or not.  Justice Gray, U.S. Supreme Court, 1894 

8:  The jury is not required to reach a verdict.  TRUE: A verdict is 
the guilty or not guilty decision of a jury. All jurors must agree to the 
verdict. Otherwise, they must report a "hung jury." That means that the 
jury was unable to agree upon a verdict. Each juror is free to vote in 
accordance with his or her conscience and cannot be forced to vote for 
conviction or acquittal just to reach a verdict. In the event of a hung jury, 
the government may bring the defendant to trial again with a new jury. 

9:  The jurors can vote according to their consciences.  TRUE: 
Jurors have not only the right, but the obligation to vote according to 
conscience.  If jurors believe that the law itself is unjust, for any reason, 
they have the power to do justice by simply voting not guilty. Every juror 
has a right to leave court with a clear conscience.  It is the conscience of the 
jury that pronounces guilt or not guilty. Mathew Hale, 1665 

10:  The jury must take the law as the Court gives it, whether 
they believe the law is right or wrong.  FALSE: The court has no authority 
to dictate the law to the jury but many courts will force jurors to swear an 
oath to accept the law as the Court dictates. Such an oath violates the 
Constitution. But anyone refusing to take the oath will be excluded from 
the jury, thereby depriving the defendant of an independent jury. Such an 
oath is taken under duress and nothing agreed to or sworn to under duress 
is binding. It is ironic that the same judge who demands that jurors take 
such an oath is violating his own oath to uphold the Constitution.  The jury 
has a right to judge both the law as well as the fact in controversy.  The 
right to trial by jury shall remain inviolate.  In criminal cases, the defendant 
shall have a public and speedy trial by an impartial jury; and the jury shall 
be the judges of the law and the facts.  Chief Justice John Jay and the 
Georgia Constitution 

11:  The jury can find the defendant not guilty, because they 
believe the law is unjust.  TRUE: To be faithful to their duty, the jurors 
must vote not guilty, if they think the law is unjust.  It is not only the juror's 
right, but his duty, to find the verdict according to his own best 
understanding, judgment, and conscience, though in direct opposition to 
the court.  John Adams (1771) 

12:  Ignorance of the law is no excuse.  FALSE: That may have 
made sense centuries ago when the law confined itself to real crimes with 
real victims. Everyone knew that murder, rape, robbery, arson, assault, 
and other such crimes were crimes. Today, with government passing 
thousands of new laws each year, no one can be expected to understand 
all his or her obligations under the law.  If the jury does not believe the 
defendant knew of their obligations, it has the power and dare we say 
“duty”, to find the defendant not guilty.  Ignorance of the law IS AN 
EXCUSE IF JURORS SAY IT IS!  This preposterous doctrine, that “ignorance 
of the law excuses no one,” is asserted by courts because it is 
indispensable to the maintenance of power by a corrupt government. 

Learn more at www.FIJA.org 

 

MAY TRUTH, FREEDOM AND JUSTICE PREVAIL, 
VIVA LA REVOLUCION COMPATRIOTS!!!   PG-7 

http://www.fija.org/


how to lose your freedom…  

1
st
 Amendment    The Right to Free Speech  Calling out Traitors 

is Legal & Patriotic so they framed David  w/bogus charges! 
2

nd
 Amendment   The Right to Bear Arms  Just don’t target 

practice on your own property and you might be ok on this one. 
4

th
 Amendment    No Illegal Search and Seizure   Police are   

illegally seizing thousands of guns like Peggys’ every day now. 
6

th
 Amendment    Right to a Speedy Trial   Don’t object to abuse 

of Davids’ and YOUR right to a 60 day speedy trial! 
8

th
 Amendment    No Excessive Bail   His $500,000 bail was 

Chelans’ highest ever for the charges, $10 to $20K is the norm for 
cases with actual victims w/real injuries, damages and proof. 
Why would your local officials do all of this if he’s innocent?  
Because they’re evil, corrupt as hell and David is one of the most 
outspoken of your fellow Americans who are finally calling them 
all out!!  These are the same people who legalized the highest 
biblical sin of all, the worship of satan!  THINK ABOUT THAT!

“REAL JEWS” EVERYWHERE ARE NOW IN 
AGREEMENT, IT’S TIME TO OVERTHROW 
THE  .   Take a Good Look at the Truth Your 
Corrupt Local Officials and Newspapers Don’t 
Want Us or David Sharing w/you in the Graphic 
below.  He Designed it for Sharing on Facebook 
and it works really, really well! 

SHARE !  Th ere  is  No thing to 
Fe ar B ut F e ar It self .    

 
Download this as a Free PDF at OneBigJob.com  
Share online & Print it at home/work on 4 sheets 

of 8.5x11.  Or, call us to order professionally 
printed, single sheet fold outs.  Kudos! 

 

You Can Help.  Yes, You!  
When was the last time you had a couple strangers 
fight for your life, freedom, liberty and justice here 
at home?  Try putting a price on those!  And when 
was the last time you did anything to help maintain 

your republic?  Don’t let this couple fight YOUR BATTLES without 
YOU because they’re outnumbered and if they lose, YOU LOSE.  That 
said, things are beginning to look very good. D & P have resisted and are 
winning against all odds because they’re in the right.   And when you 
learn more about their story you’ll agree that something or someone is in 
their corner the only thing missing up to now is YOU!  Join us all in 
person and in spirit however you can.  You’ll never find a more 
important or satisfying cause to support because it’s about YOU & 
YOUR LIFE, this is it!  It’s Time!  "Resistance to Tyrants is 
Obedience to God"! (Thomas Jefferson)  It’s Time to remove the 
parasites we’ve cited herein from office in Chelan as well as every other 
county in America.  There’s going to be a lot of excellent paying and 
highly rewarding job openings and it all starts by following a simple plan 
that surrounds a new motto for We The People which is “UNITE, 
EDUCATE & ACT!”  Everything is ready, all the legwork is done and 
now it’s your turn to help yourself and your community.  Anyone who 
can is asked to show up for all of Davids hearings in his upcoming 
lawsuit against Chelan County and one against an international banking 
mafia that you’re going enjoy learning all about.  The first lawsuit he’s 
filing “pro se” is for $5m, all proceeds going to Unidigi.  The 2

nd
 will be 

a $500 TRILLION, class action suit, the largest ever on earth, to be 
split amongst all Gentiles who were robbed of it to begin with.  Your 
share of this suit will be $700,000.00 minimum up to $100 Million 
Dollars!  (depending upon how many people participate in the lawsuit)  
$500 Trillion Dollars just so happens to be the amount one comes to 
after calculating the $650k bonds on the heads of every Goyim (you) on 
earth which number somewhere in the 6.5 billion range.  Oops, we 
forgot to tell you, you’re a “Bond Servant” to the  EL-ite.  (EL is their 
G-d, you’ve also heard of him as satan, lucifer, baal, beelzebub and etc.)  
  There is much for all of us to learn as we’re going through the 
motions of freeing ourselves and retaking our rightful positions as 
stewards of Earth! Sounds crazy right?  Of course it does, you weren’t 
supposed to be learning any of this.  Hence, this is the biggest story of 
your life guaranteed.  For the most truthful printed news you’ve had in 
years (likely ever) see all our work at  GoyimGazette.com .  As you read 
our blog and newsletters you’ll know You Have Found the Truth!   
You’re going to learn the priceless secrets that David stumbled upon 
and how to safely, quickly and easily defeat the satanic psychopaths 
who are currently running and ruining your life and country!  This is 
your job!  Well learned Christians will recall what Jesus told us about 
this group who call themselves “Yehudim” who are actually  EL-ite.  
(Read Rev 2:9 & 3:9) Left is David Allender and his helper taking a 

break from being attacked by govt   
trolls & shills online.  This had been 
going on for a couple years, the  had 
targeted him for sharing his books and 
movies and telling others about Peggys’ 
anti-FED & anti-Facebook  network 
“Unidigi”.  That pic was taken the day 
before the desperate and ridiculous, 
failed SWAT team attack  illegally 
orchestrated from start to finish upon 2 
of our fellow Americans whose only 
“crime” was speaking the truth about 
the real criminals in your community 
and republic! PG-7 

http://www.onebigjob.com/
http://www.goyimgazette.com/


 








